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A dicopper complex featuring a symmetrically bridging nitrile ligand and supported by a binucleating
naphthyridine-based ligand, [Cu2(m-h1:h1-MeCN)DPFN](NTf2)2, was treated with phosphaalkynes (RC^P,
isoelectronic analogues of nitriles) to yield dicopper complexes that exhibit phosphaalkynes in rare mh2:h2 binding coordination modes. X-ray crystallography revealed that these unusual “tilted” structures
exist in two isomeric forms (R “up” vs. R “sideways”), depending on the steric proﬁle of the
phosphaalkyne's alkyl group (R ¼ Me, Ad, or tBu). Only one isomer is observed in both solution and the
solid state for R ¼ Me (sideways) and tBu (up). With intermediate steric bulk (R ¼ Ad), the energy
diﬀerence between the two geometries is small enough that both are observed in solution, and NMR
spectroscopy and computations indicate that the solid-state structure corresponds to the minor isomer
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observed in solution. Meanwhile, treatment of [Cu2(m-h1:h1-MeCN)DPFN](NTf2)2 with 2-butyne aﬀords
[Cu2(m-h2:h2-(MeC^CMe))DPFN](NTf2)2: its similar ligand geometry demonstrates that the tilted m-h2:h2
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binding mode is not limited to phosphaalkynes but reﬂects a more general trend, which can be
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rationalized via an NBO analysis showing maximization of p-backbonding.

Introduction
In recent years, the demand for eﬃcient, inexpensive, and
environmentally sustainable catalysts has inspired the study of
homogeneous, heterogeneous, and biological systems containing copper active sites that enable a range of small molecule
transformations, including nitrous oxide and nitrogen dioxide
reduction, water oxidation, and selective hydrocarbon oxidation.1–6 The implicated copper active sites are oen multimetallic, raising fundamental questions concerning the extent of
metal–metal interaction during catalysis, and the nature of
cooperative electronic eﬀects on the binding and activation of
substrates.7–9 Indeed, sterically accessible multimetallic cores
can support a wide variety of binding modes, including bridging
ones that may enable reactivity not observed in monometallic
systems.10,11 Unsaturated substrates such as alkenes, alkynes,
and nitriles, provide interesting cases as they can interact in an
end-on (h1) or side-on (h2) fashion with each metal center
(Fig. 1).12 Many multicopper assemblies bind substrates

through a combination of these modes, and unsaturated
molecules more oen bind in a canted m-h1:h1 or m-h1:h2
fashion, rather than in a symmetrical mode through one
bridging atom (m-h1:h1).10,13–20 Moreover, the observed binding
modes are oen found to be substrate-specic rather than
examples of a broader structural class.21–23 One system that
notably exhibits a high tendency toward symmetrical m-h1:h1
binding is the naphthyridine-supported dicopper(I) core reported by this laboratory, which binds nitriles, isonitriles,
carbon monoxide, as well as phenyl and terminal alkynyl anions
exclusively in a symmetrical m-h1:h1 fashion.24–26 However, these
earlier studies primarily focused on the coordination of C- and
N-donating unsaturated bridging fragments, and reactions with
heavier, soer donors like phosphorus-based ones have not
been investigated.
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Fig. 1 Possible bridging binding modes for unsaturated substituents
bearing a terminal lone pair of electrons in dicopper complexes.
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Here we describe the coordination of phosphaalkynes,
a relatively understudied class of reactive compounds that are
useful building blocks for complex phosphorus-containing
assemblies.27 They are analogous to nitriles but possess
a much more diﬀuse terminal lone pair of electrons that, unlike
nitriles, is lower in energy than the triple bond's p-system;
overall this makes phosphaalkynes less suitable for end-on
binding.27,28 Phosphaalkynes bind in a m-h2:h2 fashion to the
dicopper core, which is unprecedented for unsaturated bridging
ligands featuring a terminal lone electron pair. Study of a series
of phosphaalkyne ligands with varied steric proles reveals the
occurrence of various side-on coordination modes, whose relative energies are studied spectroscopically and computationally.
Moreover, comparison with a symmetrical internal alkyne
reveals that the unusual binding modes exhibited by phosphaalkynes do not arise solely from the unsymmetrical triple
bond substituents but result from a fundamental characteristic
of p-systems bound to these naphthyridine-supported dicopper(I) cores.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and structure of bridging RCP complexes
Initial synthetic eﬀorts focused on displacement of the bridging
acetonitrile ligand in [Cu2(m-h1:h1-MeCN)DPFN](NTf2)2 (1) with
methylphosphaalkyne (MeCP).24,25 Addition of 3 equivalents of
MeCP to a solution of 1 in THF quantitatively aﬀorded the
corresponding [Cu2(m-h2:h2-MeCP)DPFN](NTf2)2 complex 2,
isolated in high yield by removing volatile compounds in vacuo
and triturating the resulting powder with diethyl ether to aﬀord
an analytically pure yellow powder (Scheme 1).
The X-ray structure of 2 revealed that MeCP binds to the
dicopper unit in a side-on, side-on fashion (Fig. 2 and SC1),
resulting in an expanded dicopper core with a Cu1/Cu2
distance of 2.6548(5) Å compared to that of 2.4781(6) in 1.25 This
complex has a lower symmetry than 1, since m-h2:h2 binding
disrupts the mirror plane containing the ligand's naphthyridine
core. However, the mirror plane perpendicular to the naphthyridine is preserved, and MeCP binds symmetrically to both
copper centers; the two Cu–P1 distances are equivalent, as are
the Cu–C31 distances. The bound phosphaalkyne is slightly
activated, as evidenced by an elongated triple bond distance
(P1–C31: 1.631(2) Å, compared to 1.544 Å in free MeCP as
determined by microwave spectroscopy29) and a bending at C31
(:P1–C31–C32: 154.5(1) ).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst example of
a phosphaalkyne–copper complex, and one of only a few

Scheme 1

Fig. 2 Front (top) and top (bottom) view of the solid-state structure of
2. The two triﬂimide anions and hydrogen atoms are omitted for
clarity. Thermal ellipsoids are set at 50% probability.

bimetallic complexes containing a phosphaalkyne fragment
bound in a m-h2:h2 fashion, without coordination of the phosphorus lone pair of electrons to an additional acceptor.30–35 Of
these other bimetallic complexes, only three feature rst-row
transition metals, namely iron,31 cobalt,32 and nickel,35 all supported at least partially by carbonyl ligands, and only the
dicobalt one was isolated without observation of further
phosphaalkyne-based reactivity. These complexes exhibit
a more activated C^P triple bond, as determined by longer C–P
distances (1.687(7),1.702(6) and 1.7087(17) Å, respectively) and
less obtuse :P–C–C angles (139.0(5), 135.1(4) and 135.17(14)
respectively) than are found in 2. To our knowledge, 2 is the rst
structurally characterized dicopper complex with a m-h2:h2coordinated triple bond featuring a non-coordinated terminal
lone-pair of electrons. While the dramatic diﬀerence in binding
geometries between 1 and 2 was initially unexpected, computational studies suggest that for MeCP a m-h2:h2 binding mode is
signicantly more stable than the m-h1:h1 structure. DFT
geometry optimizations for [Cu2(m-MeCP)DPFN]2+ featuring
either a side-on or an end-on bridging MeCP fragment indicate
that the m-h2:h2 geometry is stable, while the m-h1:h1 geometry
describes a transition state rather than a minimum on the
potential surface (see ESI); the end-on structure is
14.0 kcal mol1 higher in energy than the m-h2:h2 geometry
(Fig. S10 and Table S2†). Additionally, the diﬀerent coordination behavior observed for nitriles vs. phosphaalkynes is in line
with the relative energies for the frontier orbitals of each
molecule. Both bind through their highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO): for nitriles, it corresponds to the terminal lone

Synthesis of [Cu2(m-h2:h2-MeCP)DPFN][NTf2]2 (2).
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pair while the HOMO for a phosphaalkyne corresponds to the p
system.28
Interestingly, the solid-state structure of 2 reveals strain in
the DPFN backbone, which lies at in 1, but bends 20 out of
plane in 2 to accommodate the bridging substituent (Fig. 2 and
SC1†).25 Thus, it seemed that other bridging geometries,
including possibly an end-on, end-on linkage, could be accessed
by increasing the steric strain caused by the phosphaalkyne
substituent. To test this, two additional dicopper complexes
were synthesized following the same procedure used for 2, with
the electronically similar but sterically more demanding phosphaalkyne ligands tBuCP and AdCP. This led to isolations of
[Cu2(m-h2:h2-tBuCP)DPFN](NTf2)2 (3) and [Cu2(m-h2:h2-AdCP)
DPFN](NTf2)2 (4), respectively (Scheme 2).
The solid-state structures of 3 and 4 reveal that the bulkier
phosphaalkyne fragments bind to the dicopper core in
a diﬀerent m-h2:h2 fashion (Fig. 3 for 4, Fig. SC2† for 3). In
complex 2, the alkyl group (Me) and the naphthyridine backbone are cis to one another, i.e. on the same sides of the plane
dened by the two Cu centers and the four pyridine N atoms
(Cu2N4 plane), and opposite to the phosphorus atom. In 3 and 4,
the phosphorus atom and naphthyridine moieties lie on the
same side of the Cu2N4 plane, opposite to the tBu and Ad
groups, respectively, presumably minimizing steric repulsion
between the phosphaalkynes' bulky hydrocarbon moieties and
the DPFN pyridine rings (trans geometry). Further comparisons
between the solid-state structures of 2 and 4 reveal that the
phosphaalkyne is similarly activated in both, with a P–C bond
length of 1.628(4) Å in 4 (compared to 1.631(2) Å in 2) and an
only slightly more pronounced P1–C31–C32 deviation from
linearity (143.1(3) in 4 compared to 154.5(1) in 2). Moreover,
a slightly shorter Cu1/Cu2 distance (2.6177(8) Å) is observed in
4 as compared to 2 (2.6548(5) Å), and the out-of-plane bending
of its naphthyridine backbone, 20 , is identical to the 20
deformation observed in 2.
To probe possible eﬀects of the bulky adamantyl group on the
binding of the AdCP moiety to the dicopper core in 4, the coordination of 1-adamantanecarbonitrile (AdCN) to [Cu2(DPFN)]2+
was studied for comparison. The bridging acetonitrile in 1 was
readily exchanged for AdCN in THF to aﬀord the analogous
complex [Cu2(m-h1:h1-AdCN)DPFN](NTf2)2 (5, Scheme 3). Its solidstate structure (Fig. SC4†) reveals that AdCN adopts a m-h1:h1
binding mode similar to that observed in 1; among other structural parameters, the Cu1/Cu2 distances in 1 and 5 are within
error of one another, as are the Cu–Nnitrile distances. This adds

Scheme 2 Synthesis of [Cu2(m-h2:h2-tBuCP)DPFN][NTf2]2 (3) and
[Cu2(m-h2:h2-AdCP)DPFN][NTf2]2 (4).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 3 Solid-state structure of 4. Two triﬂimide anions and hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity. Thermal ellipsoids are set at 50%
probability.

support to the idea that side-on coordination of AdCP in 4 is
driven by the C^P moiety, rather than by the bulky adamantyl
group. Also, this further indicates that m-h1:h1 binding of phosphaalkyne ligands to the dicopper core is inherently disfavored
with respect to m-h2:h2 binding.
Solution dynamics for RCP complexes
The occurrence of two diﬀerent m-h2:h2 binding modes of RCP
in the solid state, apparently determined by the nature of the R
group, prompted an NMR study of the solution structures of
complexes 2–4. All three complexes exhibit dynamic behavior in
solution at ambient temperatures, and their 1H NMR spectra
acquired at 20  C in THF exhibit only 6 resonances in the
aromatic region (Fig. 4 and S2–S4†), corresponding to four
equivalent pyridine rings. However, slight broadening of the
signals corresponding to the 5- and 6-positions on the pyridine
rings is observed for 2 and 4, while sharper spectra are obtained
at higher temperatures, and the spectra of 2–4 between 20  C
and 80  C exhibit decoalescence of the NMR resonances corresponding to the DPFN pyridine side-arms (Fig. 4). Specically,
the aromatic 1H NMR resonances of 2 and 3 decoalesce to two
sets of inequivalent pyridine resonances while the two naphthyridine resonances remain intact (Fig. 4a and b). These results

Scheme 3

Synthesis of [Cu2(m-h2:h2-AdCN)DPFN][NTf2]2 (5).
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Fig. 4 Excerpts of the NMR spectra in THF-d8 of complexes 2-4. Top: aromatic region of the variable-temperature 1H NMR spectra of: (a) 2, (b) 3

and (c) 4. Bottom: low temperature NOESY NMR spectra, highlighting H atoms belonging to 6-pyridyl (-), 5-pyridyl (:) and RC^P alkyl group
positions (C) of: (d) 2 at 60  C, (e) 3 at 90  C and (f) 4 at 90  C.

suggest the presence of a single species possessing a mirror
plane perpendicular to the naphthyridine rings, in accordance
with the geometries observed in the solid state. The high
symmetry observed at ambient temperatures thus arises from
the averaging of the pyridine resonances through a rapid
interconversion between the side-on geometries observed in the
solid-state, rather than the presence of a highly symmetrical
species. Accordingly, no temperature dependence is observed in
the NMR spectrum of 5 between 20  C and 60  C (Fig. S5†). In
addition, for 2 and 3, low temperature NOESY experiments
(60  C and 90  C, respectively) are consistent with solution
state m-h2:h2 binding geometries that are the same as those
observed in the solid state (Fig. 3d and e). In 2, only one 6pyridyl position exhibits a strong correlation to the bridging
MeCP 1H NMR resonance, while in 3, both 6-pyridyl positions
correlate signicantly with the tBu signal (Fig. 4d, e and S7†).
These results match well the similar tBu/6-pyridyl distances
observed in the solid state and the very diﬀerent Me/6-pyridyl
distances (Tables S9 and S10†).
The solution-state behavior of 4 is more complex. Indeed,
below 60  C, the 6 aromatic 1H NMR resonances of 4
decoalesce to two sets of resonances in a 3 : 1 ratio (Fig. 4c),
suggesting the presence of two solution state species that are
very similar in energy; observation of this ratio at 60  C

1610 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1607–1616

corresponds to a ca. 0.4 kcal mol1 diﬀerence in energy
between the two species. The major species observed is characterized by 10 aromatic 1H NMR resonances, suggesting
disruption of the mirror plane corresponding to the ligand's
naphthyridine core but conservation of a mirror plane in the
perpendicular direction. Low-temperature NOESY correlations
(90  C) indicate close contacts between the phosphaalkyne's
alkyl moiety and only one 6-pyridyl position, as was observed
in 2 (Fig. 4f), which is inconsistent with the solid-state structure of 4. Indeed, the solid-state geometry of 4 more closely
resembles that of 3, so a closer resemblance between their
NOESY spectra would be expected as well (Tables S9–S11†).
Unfortunately, these 1H and NOESY NMR experiments did not
allow for conclusive statements of the minor isomer's
symmetry in solution, since many aromatic resonances of the
major and minor isomers overlap and therefore limit the
possibility of an accurate resonance count or conclusive
NOESY correlation determination for the minor isomer.
Additional insights were instead gained by performing low
temperature (60  C) DOSY NMR experiments to rule out the
possibility of aggregation. They revealed that the two observed
species have similar hydrodynamic radii, suggesting that they
are both monomeric (Fig. S8†).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Computational investigation of RCP binding modes
Computational methods were used to gain additional structural
insights into the isomers of 4. Given the X-ray diﬀraction data
and NMR spectra, three possible structures for the [Cu2(m-AdCP)
DPFN]2+ dication were explored computationally: 4-trans, the
cationic part of the solid-state structure of 4, characterized by
having the adamantyl group and the naphthyridine backbone
on opposite sides of the Cu2N4 plane; 4-end, with the phosphaalkyne bound end-on, as in 5; and 4-cis, where AdCP binds
with the alkyl moiety and naphthyridine backbone on the same
side of the Cu2N4 plane, as in 2 (Fig. 5). The minimum-energy
structures were calculated using density functional theory (see
Computational Methods section and ESI† for more details). The
nal energies suggest that 4-trans, the isomer most closely
resembling the crystal structure of 4, is not the most stable
isomer of the three. Rather, 4-cis is slightly (1.5 kcal mol1)
more stable than 4-trans, despite a signicantly larger out-ofplane deformation of the naphthyridine backbone: 29 for 4cis compared to 20 for 4-trans (Table S4†). This suggests that
deformation of the naphthyridine backbone is not very energetically costly, while the nal energies further indicate that an
end-on geometry is possible but disfavored. Indeed, 4-end is
a stable intermediate but is 10.8 kcal mol1 higher in energy
than 4-trans, and therefore unlikely to be present in solution in
observable quantities. This is consistent with the energies
computed for [Cu2(m-h2:h2-MeCP)DPFN]2+, for which the end-on
structure is 14.0 kcal mol1 higher in energy than the geometry
observed crystallographically.
These computed relative energies are in good agreement
with the low temperature NOESY NMR data, since they suggest
that 4-cis corresponds to the major isomer observed in solution.
However, a 1.5 kcal mol1 diﬀerence in energy is close to the
limits of accuracy in DFT computations, and these optimized
geometries do not take into account potentially strong interactions with solvent molecules or triimide counterions.36 Such
interactions could inuence the relative stabilities of 4-trans
and 4-cis in solution, and especially in the solid state, causing 4

Chemical Science
to crystallize in the 4-trans geometry despite computations
suggesting that 4-cis is more stable.
To corroborate the hypothesis that 4-cis and 4-trans are the
major and minor isomers, respectively, observed in solution,
NMR parameters of both complexes were computed and
compared to experimental values. Both the 13C NMR chemical
shi (d) and 13C–31P coupling constant (1JCP) of the quaternary
carbon atom directly bound to phosphorus (labeled C31 on
Fig. 3) depend on its chemical environment. At 60  C, the 13C
{1H} NMR spectrum of 4 reveals decoalescence of the C31 13C
NMR signal into two signals characterized by distinct chemical
shis (174.8 ppm and 175.8 ppm, respectively) and 1JCP values
(83.3 and 76.8 Hz, respectively), with a 3 : 1 intensity ratio
(Fig. S9†). The chemical shi diﬀerence between these two
resonances is smaller than the typical accuracy of 13C NMR
spectrum predictions (>2 ppm), but the diﬀerence in JCP could
be signicant.37,38 To the best of our knowledge, no systematic
computational investigation of JCP values has been performed.
However, considering the percent error obtained from systematic studies of computed JHH values (<5%, depending on
method), the observed D1JCP between the isomers (6.5 Hz,
D1JCP/1JCP ¼ 8%) should be large enough to reasonably compare
experimental values with computed estimates.39,40 Systematic
deviations from experimental JXY values are oen encountered
when computing coupling constants and can be addressed by
the application of an empirical correction factor (a) based on
a linear regression using a training dataset.41 With an appropriate training set comprised of molecules featuring a variety of
C–P bonds (see details in Computational Methods section and
ESI†), an optimal value of 0.7949 for the empirical correction
factor a was determined. Then, the coupling constant 1JCP,calcd
was calculated for isomers 4-trans, 4-end, and 4-cis, as well as
the corrected coupling constant 1JCP,corr ¼ a 1JCP,calcd (Table 1).
The good agreement between the computed values for 4-cis and
4-trans and the experimental values for the major and minor
isomers, respectively, as well as the poor agreement between
computed values for 4-end and either experimental value
further support our initial assignment of 4-cis as the major
isomer observed in solution and 4-trans as the minor one.
To better understand the observation of both binding
geometries in solutions of 4, the relative energies of both side-on
geometries of 2 and 3 were also computed (Fig. 6, S10, S11,
Tables S2 and S3†). These geometries are labeled 2-trans and 3trans, where the naphthyridine backbone and phosphorus
atom are on the same side of the Cu2N4 plane, opposite to the
alkyl chain, and 2-cis and 3-cis, where the naphthyridine

Table 1 Computed 13C NMR coupling constants of 4-trans, 4-end
and 4-cis, either performed in the gas phase (4-trans, 4-cis) or using
a THF solvation model (4-end), and corrected coupling constants after
applying a 0.7949 empirical correction factor

DFT-optimized potential geometries 4-trans, 4-end and 4-cis
for 4 in solution at low temperature, and relative energies.

Fig. 5

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Structure

JCP,calcd (Hz)

JCP,corr (Hz)

4-trans
4-end
4-cis

92.6
191.9
106.7

73.6
152.5
84.8
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Fig. 6 Relative energies of DFT-optimized P-up or R-up side-on
geometries for complexes 2–4. The schematic representation of the
dicopper core is viewed along the Cu/Cu axis to best illustrate the
diﬀerence between the two binding geometries.

backbone and alkyl chain are on the same side of the Cu2N4
plane, opposite to the phosphorus atom. As with 4, optimized
structures 2-cis and 3-cis are lower in energy than those for 2trans and 3-trans. The computed energies of 2 show the most
stabilization of the cis geometry relative to the trans one,
consistent with it having the smallest R group. Meanwhile, 3
features the smallest stabilization of the cis geometry, consistent with it having the most sterically demanding R group. The
lower nal energy of isomer 3-cis with respect to that for 3-trans
is especially unexpected, as there is no experimental evidence
for the presence of the cis geometry in solution or the solid state
of 3. However, in the case of 4, the nal energies obtained for 4trans and 4-cis overestimate the stabilization of 4-cis by
1.1 kcal mol1 compared to experimental evidence
(1.5 kcal mol1 computationally compared to 0.4 kcal mol1
experimentally), possibly due to a systematic error in the DFTcomputed energy diﬀerences caused by additional interactions that are not modeled well computationally (for example
with solvent molecules and/or triimide counterions). As the
energy diﬀerence between 3-trans and 3-cis is even smaller than
that between 4-trans and 4-cis, a similar DFT overestimate of the
stabilization of 3-cis over 3-trans could correspond to both
isomers having the same energy or even to 3-trans being more
stable, which is consistent with observation of the trans isomer
in solution. Moreover, a similar overestimate of the stabilization of 2-cis over 2-trans would still correspond to an experimental energy diﬀerence of 1.3 kcal mol1, which is consistent
with the observation of only the cis isomer in solution at low
temperatures.

Edge Article
by the two copper and four pyridine nitrogen atoms. Signicantly, this tilted binding mode is not limited to phosphaalkyne
bridging fragments. For example, 1 also reacts with 2-butyne to
aﬀord [Cu2(m-h2:h2-(MeC^CMe))DPFN](NTf2)2 (6, Scheme 4) in
near-quantitative yield. Single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction reveals
that despite its symmetry, the butyne ligand in 6 bridges in
a tilted fashion (Fig. 7) similar to that observed in the solid-state
structure of 2: the Cu1/Cu2 distance in 6 is 2.6687(4) Å,
compared to 2.6548(5) Å in 2. In addition, the butyne ligand is
bent, with an average H3C–C^C angle of 154 , very close to the
155 P–C^C angle observed in 2, and the naphthyridine backbone is bent by 16 out of plane, which is only slightly less than
the 20 bending observed for 2.
This tilted binding of alkynes is uncommon for dicopper
cores: most structurally characterized alkyne-bound dicopper
complexes possess a mirror plane dened by both copper
centers and the center of the alkyne triple-bond.42–47 To elucidate this system's preference for tilted binding, we employed
natural bond orbital analysis (NBO) on a DFT-optimized structure of [Cu2(m-h2:h2-(H3CC^CCH3)2)DPFN]2+ (Fig. 8, S12 and
Table S8†).48 The calculations suggest that two major contributions determine the dicopper–butyne interaction. One of

Scheme 4

Synthesis of [Cu2(m-h2:h2-2-butyne)DPFN][NTf2]2 (6).

Generalization to other multiply bonded bridging ligands
Despite the small energy diﬀerences between binding modes,
one striking characteristic common to the solid-state and
solution geometries of 2–4 is the tilt of the phosphaalkyne
bridging fragment away from a central position between the
copper atoms. In the X-ray and computationally suggested
solution-state structures, one of the atoms (P1 in 2, C31 in 3 and
4) binds roughly in the plane dened by the naphthyridine
backbone, while the other (C31 in 2, P1 in 3 and 4) lies significantly out of this plane and closer to the Cu2N4 plane, dened

1612 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 1607–1616

Solid-state structure of 6. Two triﬂimide anions and hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity. Thermal ellipsoids are set at 50%
probability.

Fig. 7

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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MO diagram depicting the orbital interactions between the butyne fragment and the dicopper core of 6 (left) and major contributions to
that binding determined by NBO analysis (right): pbutyne / 4sCu donation (a and b) and: p*butyne /3dCu back-donation (c and d) contributions. All
schematic MOs are depicted along the dicopper axis, while the NBO interactions are depicted in a top-down view. NBO orbital contributions to
NLMOs and relative magnitude of stabilization interactions (averaged for both Cu centers): (a) 91.1% p, 7.7% 4s, 22.2 kcal mol; (b) 97.4% p, 1.2% 4s,
3.7 kcal mol; (c and d) 90.5% 3d, 8.4% p*, 12.0 and 8.6 kcal mol1 for (c) and (d), respectively.
Fig. 8

these bonding interactions involves donation of the lled p
orbitals of the butyne fragment into empty 4s orbitals of the two
copper centers. The other is the p-back-donation that occurs
from lled 3d orbitals on the metals into the empty p* orbitals
of the butyne fragment. Both the donation and the backdonation weaken the butyne's internal C^C bond, as evidenced by the elongated C^C distance observed in the crystal
structure of 6 (1.261(4) Å compared to 1.207 Å for free 2butyne).49 In addition, the Cu/Cu interaction (cuprophilicity)
is manifested in s–s and d–d overlaps, leading to bonding and
antibonding combinations (Fig. 8); bonding to the bridging
alkyne is dominated by the in-phase orbitals.50,51
As the donation contributions involve the butyne p orbitals
and the Cu 4s orbitals, the magnitude of the bonding interaction between the butyne fragment and the dicopper core should
not depend on the tilt of the alkyne fragment. Conversely, the
orbital interactions for back-donation are highly directional due
to involvement of p* and 3d orbitals. NBO analysis reveals that
only one 3d orbital on each copper center signicantly interacts
with the butyne fragment. The orientation of these 3d orbitals is
conveniently viewed with respect a pseudo-C3 axis dened at
each copper center by the three N atoms on the ligand (one
belonging to the naphthyridine backbone, the two others to one
dipyridyl side-arm, Fig. 8, le). This 3d orbital possesses one
lobe oriented along a Cu–Npyridine bond (Cu1–N4 and Cu2–N6,
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Fig. SC5 and S12†) and the other out of the Cu2N4 plane. This
preferred orientation of the 3d orbital of interest means it
achieves optimal overlap with the p* orbitals of the alkyne with
one of the triply bonded carbon atoms in the Cu2N4 plane (to
maximize overlap with the component along the Cu–Npyridine
axis) and the other out of the Cu2N4 plane, which is close to the
experimental solid-state geometry of 6 (Fig. 7).

Conclusions
Phosphaalkynes are an interesting class of building blocks in
organophosphorus chemistry. Identication of these molecules' binding modes can help elucidate their reactivity proles
and aid in their application to new chemical processes.
Leveraging the rigid [Cu2(DPFN)]2+ platform, we synthesized
and characterized, to our knowledge, the rst reported examples of copper-bound phosphaalkyne complexes and bimetallic
rst-row transition metal phosphaalkyne complexes in
carbonyl-free systems.
Despite the presence of a terminal lone pair of electrons,
phosphaalkynes bind to the dicopper core in a tilted m-h2:h2
fashion that resembles the binding of internal alkynes more
than the binding of nitriles and terminal alkynyl anions. This is
notable since bimetallic platforms oen promote further
phosphaalkyne-based reactivity rather than providing a simple
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RCP complex. In addition, two distinct m-h2:h2 binding modes
were observed even though the three phosphaalkynes of interest
(MeCP, tBuCP and AdCP) have similar electronic properties and
only diﬀer by the steric prole of their substituents. As variable
temperature NMR studies suggest little energetic preference for
one structure over the other, oen leading to signicant
amounts of both in solution, they can both be targeted for
reactivity.
Carbon–phosphorus (1JCP) coupling constants were found to
be a reliable parameter that can be estimated computationally
and compared to experimental values to support assignment of
phosphaalkynes' binding modes in solution. This approach can
be applied beyond the specic systems studied herein and will
provide a valuable probe for solution- and solid-state structure
agreement in a wide variety of metal-containing assemblies.
This study furthers our understanding of the variety of
binding modes occurring in multimetallic assemblies and
highlights how subtle changes in steric and electronic factors
can favor one over the other. These trends will allow us to
elucidate activation pathways and new transformations
involving phosphaalkynes and other unsaturated molecules.
Applying these principles of unsaturated substrate binding to
multimetallic complexes and materials can enable ner structural and electronic tuning of such systems to rationally
improve reactivity and catalysis.

Computational methods
For all geometry optimizations, NMR parameters computations,
and NBO analysis, atoms were modelled using the parameter
free, dispersion-corrected density functional model PBE0D3(BJ),52,53 chosen for its good performance on numerous
organometallic closed-shell systems,54 and a combination of allelectron def2SVP, def2TZVP, def2TZVPD and def2QZVPPD basis
sets (see ESI† for more details).55 The more comprehensive
def2QZVPPD basis set was systematically used to model atoms
for which NMR coupling constants were calculated, in the
training dataset and in the dicopper complexes of interest. The
geometry optimizations prior to NMR parameters determination and JCP computations were performed in the gas phase.
Indeed, unphysical dependence of the JCP values on solvent
choice using implicit solvation was observed for these computations, as well as decreased linearity of the solvation JCP data
(see ESI†). This approach is further rationalized by the typically
low dependence of experimentally measured coupling
constants on experimental NMR solvent.
The training set used in this study is composed of 21 molecules containing C–P bonds for which experimental 1JCP values
have been reported: 5 with a C–P single bond,56,57 6 with
a double bond,57–62 and 10 with a triple bond (see ESI† for more
details).63–69 Originally, exploring empirical corrections for
a broader dataset of 1JXY coupling-constant data, where X and Y
are C, N, or P, was intended. However, unlike the coupled
cluster data reported by Del Bene and coworkers,41 experimental
and computed DFT data for this level of atom generality were
too poorly correlated for meaningful linear regression. Similar
inconsistencies leading to poor correlation were observed when
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Scatter plot of computed and experimental coupling constants
of the training dataset comprised of 21 molecules containing P–C
bonds, and linear regression to determine the empirical correction
factor a.

Fig. 9

including data of molecules with and without H-atoms bound
to the C and P atoms of interest. Therefore, the training set was
restricted to C–P bonds where the atoms of interest are not Hsubstituted. An important conclusion of the present work is
that chemical specicity is required for linear regression to be
applicable to coupling constant prediction using DFT.
The empirical correction factor a ¼ 0.7949 used in this study
was determined by linear regression using the experimental and
calculated coupling constant data of this training set (Fig. 9). As
the sign of the experimental coupling constant was unreported
in several of the experimental reference papers, the absolute
values of all JCP data were used. In order to avoid introducing
additional systematic error by using absolute values, the t was
constrained to a 0-intercept. The triple-bond-subset data is
particularly linear and performing the linear regression with
only this subset produces a very similar slope of 0.812. This
supports the application of this model to the formal C–P triple
bonds of structures of 4-trans and 4-cis. Multiple linear
regression using the standard contributions to the calculated
JCP can also be performed and leads to very similar corrected
coupling constants (see ESI†).
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